Psychogenic seizures (PSs) convincingly mimic seizure phenomena but with no underlying epileptic activity. However, not much is known about their neurophysiological basis. We had the rare opportunity to analyze intracranial brain recordings of PSs occurring besides epileptic seizures (ESs), which identified distinct frequency changes over the parietal cortex. For further validation, we applied topographic frequency analysis to two other patients who presented PSs and ESs during long-term monitoring. The analysis revealed a power decrease in the theta band at the posterior parietal cortex in all three patients during PSs but not during ESs. These changes may reflect disturbed self-referential processing associated with some PSs.
Introduction
Psychogenic seizures (PSs) embrace an extensive range of paroxysmal episodes of impaired self-control associated with a range of motor, sensory, autonomic, and mental manifestations, similar to that of epileptic disorders, yet without underlying epileptic activity [1] [2] [3] . Psychogenic seizures may appear in patients with epilepsy in addition to epileptic seizures (ESs) and in otherwise healthy individuals. However, PSs in both groups are usually induced by psychosocial stressors [4] . Not much is known about PS's neural basis, as general medical and neurological assessments, including electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies, are unremarkable. We hypothesized that signal analysis of PSs would show subtle differences between PS, ES, and nonseizure (NS) states. Based on the relations of PSs to selfrelated stressors, we speculated that functional changes would be found in brain regions related to self-referential activity and/or retrieval of old memories of stressogenic events. These processes might translate to underlying neurophysiological changes, which in the case of PSs ultimately evolve into abrupt behavioral changes. Few recent studies using resting state fMRI (RSfMRI) have found functional changes in PSs. Ding and colleagues [5] found changes in small-world property (functional connectivity) of the RSfMRI recordings in 11 patients. Van der Kruijs and colleagues found stronger connectivity values between regions involved in emotion (insula), executive control (inferior-frontal and parietal cortices), and movement (precentral sulcus) [6] . Using voxel-based morphometry, Labate and colleagues [7] found abnormal cortical atrophy of the motor and premotor regions in the right hemisphere and the cerebellum bilaterally. Using EEG, Krishnan et al. found "resetting" of brain dynamics in patients with ESs but not in patients with PSs [8] . In the present study, we had the rare opportunity to analyze multichannel intracranial EEG data from a patient with PSs and ESs, as well as extracranial data from two other patients with combined PSs and ESs, in a quest for identifying in brain activity related to PSs.
Materials and methods

Clinical examinations
All patients with PSs and ESs who were evaluated in the presurgical epilepsy unit at the Department of Neurology in Geneva University Hospital during the study time were included. Comprehensive neurological examination, neuropsychological tests, video-monitored EEG, and structural MRI were done for each patient. Detailed psychiatric evaluation was performed in order to identify possible conflicts that may underlie PSs. Patients gave informed consent for the investigations and were rendered anonymous for this study, which was approved by the ethical committee of Geneva University Hospital. 
Electrophysiology
Continuous video-EEG was recorded using 120 intracranial electrodes for patient 1 (Fig. 1A) (1024-Hz digitization) and 32 surface EEG electrodes for patients 2-3 (Deltamed®, France; impedances, b10 MΩ; vertex referenced; 512-Hz digitization; band-pass filtered, 0.1-1500Hz). Twelve ictal EEG epochs of 5 seconds each were extracted from periods in which patients had their habitual semiology (1-2 EEG epochs for each paroxysm). Interictal (nonseizure, NS) epochs were extracted while patients had no ictal manifestations. Periods were extracted when patients were free of medications. During these periods, patients were lying still with their eyes closed. Preprocessing included the removal of 50 Hz from the raw signals using a notch filter offline. For the intracranial recorded data, the 5-second nonreferential time epochs were recomputed against the averaged reference and then transformed into the frequency domain using fast Fourier transform (FFT). This was done using the Hartley algorithm and a Hanning window within the range of 0-80 Hz in 0.5-Hz steps. The power for each frequency band was averaged over the extracted epochs. Statistical analysis (unpaired t-test, α b 0.01, two-tailed after Bonferroni corrections) was run on the average power of each frequency band, comparing the global power distribution along frequencies between ESs, PSs, and NSs. For the extracranially recorded data (patients 2-3), a frequency analysis was applied on the conventional frequency bands of δ (1-4 Hz), θ (4-8 Hz), α (8-13 Hz), β 1 (13-18 Hz), β 2 (18-24 Hz), β 3 (24-30 Hz), γ 1 (30-40 Hz), γ 2 (40-50 Hz), γ 3 (50-60 Hz), γ 4 (60-70 Hz), and γ 5 (70-80 Hz). The resulting complex values (sine and cosine coefficients) were subjected to the "FFT approximation procedure" [9, 10] . This method transforms the FFT-analyzed multichannel data into phase-corrected potential distribution maps within a certain frequency band. For each patient, potential maps were subjected to topographic ANOVA (TANOVA) tests (α b 0.05 after multiple permutation correction). Alias TANOVA is a nonparametric/ randomization test in which the variable tested is the dissimilarity (the square root of the mean of the squared differences between the potentials measured at all corresponding electrodes) between conditions (PSs, ESs, and NSs), showing the topographical change without accounting for intensity. The potential maps obtained were averaged over the epochs separately for each frequency band and for each subject. A permutation procedure was applied in order to control for the arbitrariness of the maps' polarity [9, 10] . Resulting from these procedures were potential maps showing differences in brain topography (and, therefore, neural generators) in specific frequency bands characterizing the topographic frequency differences between ictal and interictal states for each patient. Brain generators underlying the averaged potential maps were localized on the individual patient's MRI using electrical neuroimaging (LAURA). Three-dimensional reconstruction of the individual patient's MRI was performed using the SMAC toolbox and the Cartool Software.
Linear discriminant classifier
Fast Fourier transform analysis showed differences between ESs, PSs, and NSs to be mostly manifested at the theta and gamma bands (see below). These were further demonstrated for each single trial using Fisher linear discriminant (FLD) analysis. The Fisher linear discriminant is a linear classifier that maximizes the ratio of "between-class" variance to "within-class" variance so that the highest discrimination is achieved [11] . The Fisher linear discriminant may therefore discriminate between gamma and theta components for each condition. The Fisher linear discriminant was hence applied on the extracted Fourier features for each patient in each condition. The results were validated using the leave-one-out cross-validation method. This method consists in iteratively discarding all the data one at a time, learning from the remaining data, and classifying the discarded one. The results for all discarded data are subsequently pooled. A comparison with the result obtained by learning from the whole data set is performed thereafter. The statistical level of error was set to α b 0.05.
Results
Intracranially recorded case
In order to exemplify PSs, we detail here the clinical history of patient 1, who was further investigated by intracranial recordings. Patient 1 was a 17-year-old woman with normal psychiatric history who was undergoing evaluation for surgical treatment of epilepsy. Daily ESs were characterized by loss of consciousness, staring, bilateral nystagmus, bilateral hand jerking, atonia, and falls, followed by postictal drowsiness. Two months before intracranial electrode implantation, the patient manifested a different phenomenology with prolonged loss of contact, staring, and spasm, without nystagmus, hand jerking, or postictal signs. One hundred twenty subdural electrodes covering her left cerebral hemisphere (Fig. 1A) were implanted to identify the epileptic seizure focus and language cortex for presurgical evaluation. Clinical EEG analysis of the implanted electrodes revealed an epileptic focus in the left posterior temporal cortex (Fig. 1A) . No EEG changes were found during prolonged loss of contact and staring, hence, allowing the diagnosis of these events as PSs.
Phenomenological results
All patients were women aged 17-36 years old. Two patients (1 and 3) had a clear stressogenic event related to their epileptic disease (forthcoming operation), and one (2) was facing important conflicts in her immediate family of origin (divorce, dismissal). Psychogenic seizures in all these patients were characterized by loss of contact, spasm, and speech arrest. Psychogenic seizures were of high frequency (N 1/day) in all patients.
Electrophysiological results
To investigate a potential neurobiological basis for patient 1's PSs, we analyzed intracranial electrophysiological signals for all 120 implanted electrodes during PS, ES, and NS epochs using power-frequency and Fisher linear discriminant analyses with cross-validation procedure. These analyses detected six neighboring electrodes in the posterior parietal cortex, posterior and superior to the epileptogenic focus, that showed a significant decrease in theta band power (4-8 Hz) during PSs, as compared to NSs and ESs (Figs. 1B-D) . Power-frequency and Fisher linear discriminant analyses of ESs showed significant gamma power increases (N 30 Hz), maximal over the left posterior temporal cortex. Applying topographic frequency analysis and Fisher linear classifier to extracranial recordings of PSs in patients 2 and 3, we found a significant decrease in theta power in the left (patient 2) and bilateral (patient 3) posterior parietal cortex during PSs (Fig. 2 ). Findings were also significant for left frontocentral gamma power increases during ESs (compared to PSs and NS).
Discussion
Here, we found specific changes in brain rhythm in the theta band at the posterior parietal cortex during PSs of similar semiology in three patients, one of them recorded intracranially allowing validation by direct cortical recordings. All patients were confronted with stressogenic experiences, in concordance with previous studies suggesting stress as an important risk factor for the development of PSs. Analysis of intracranial recordings of patients with epilepsy in the resting state showed that a cluster at the theta range characterizes resting-state activity at the 'default-mode network' in which the posterior parietal cortex plays a key role [12] . This is in concordance with previous resting-state fMRI findings showing stronger connectivity values within Fig. 1. Intracranial data. (A) . Three-dimensional surface reconstruction of patient 1's left cerebral hemisphere from MRI. Subdural electrodes were implanted in the patient's brain for presurgical evaluation for epilepsy. The locations at which changes in brain activity during psychogenic seizures (PSs) were found in comparison to epileptic seizures (ESs) and nonseizures (NSs) are shown (purple) in the posterior parietal cortex, rostral to the epileptic focus (light blue). (B, C). Power spectra as a function of frequency for PSs (green), ESs (blue), and NSs (red) are shown as revealed by fast Fourier transform. Significant differences are marked by purple asterisks. Note the theta power decrease during PSs with respect to ESs and NSs, as well as the gamma power increase during ESs with respect to both PSs and NSs. (D). Fisher linear discriminant analysis and cross-validation procedure were applied on the extracted Fourier features in each condition to better discriminate between theta (X-axis) and gamma (Y-axis) activity during PS (green), ES (blue), and NS (red) conditions for each single trial. Note the theta power decrease during PSs and gamma power increase during ESs with respect to NSs. major cortices of the default-mode network including the inferior frontal gyrus, the parietal cortex, and the insula in patients with PSs [6] . More specifically, theta activity is implicated in memory processes, as well as emotional arousal [13, 14] . The posterior parietal cortex is related to self-processing [15] and is implicated in autobiographical thinking about past and future events [16] . We speculate that PSs, reflecting conflicts related to one's past and current self-referenced dilemmas, are related to a dysfunction of the default-mode network [12] as reflected here by changes in theta band activity in the posterior parietal cortex, a central hub of the default-mode network, which embodies emotional and autobiographical memory functions.
The present study is not free of limitations. First, we analyzed a small number of patients with heterogenic PS etiology. However, the similar results, which were found despite these differences, may hint on their relations to the PSs rather than to other external factors. In addition, it could be argued that EEG has limited localization ability. However, patient 1 was recorded intracranially using subdural electrodes, and similar changes as in the scalp recordings of patients 2 and 3, during similar PS semiology, were noted. Finally, the comparison with the ictal and interictal states strongly suggests that the theta changes were distinct to PSs. Further research is thus needed in patients with PSs without ESs as well as with regard to the involvement of large scale networks (such as the default-mode network, emotion-related network, or the motor network) in PSs.
In conclusion, we propose that the EEG associated with at least a subset of PSs undergoes significant neurophysiological changes, separating these epochs from the patients' habitual seizures and their interictal state. A decrease in the theta frequency band, also crucial for memory and emotional processes, is noted during PSs. Topographic analysis in the frequency domain enabled us to localize neural changes during PSs to brain generators at the posterior parietal cortex, a selfprocessing related region which may be disturbed in PSs.
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